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ABSTRACT

1

In the increasingly competitive public-cloud marketplace, improving the efficiency of data centers is a major concern. One way to
improve efficiency is to consolidate as many VMs onto as few physical cores as possible, provided that performance expectations are
not violated. However, as a prerequisite for increased VM densities, the hypervisor’s VM scheduler must allocate processor time
efficiently and in a timely fashion. As we show in this paper, contemporary VM schedulers leave substantial room for improvements
in both regards when facing challenging high-VM-density workloads that frequently trigger the VM scheduler. As root causes, we
identify (i) high runtime overheads and (ii) unpredictable scheduling heuristics. To better support high VM densities, we propose
Tableau, a VM scheduler that guarantees a minimum processor
share and a maximum bound on scheduling delay for every VM
in the system. Tableau combines a low-overhead, core-local, tabledriven dispatcher with a fast on-demand table-generation procedure (triggered on VM creation/teardown) that employs scheduling
techniques typically used in hard real-time systems. In an evaluation of Tableau and three current Xen schedulers on a 16-core
Intel Xeon machine, Tableau is shown to improve tail latency (e.g.,
a 17× reduction in maximum ping latency compared to Credit) and
throughput (e.g., 1.6× peak web server throughput compared to
RTDS when serving 1 KiB files with a 100 ms SLA).

As the marketplace for public clouds matures and cloud services
are being increasingly commoditized, cloud providers are forced
to continuously increase the efficiency of their data centers, and to
improve the price/performance ratio of their various service tiers,
especially at the low end.
One way to increase data center efficiency is to pack a growing
number of VMs onto fewer physical cores. This reduces resource
wastage as active cores serving multiple lower-tier VMs are highly
utilized while the number of paying customers relative to the required infrastructure can be increased. Alternatively, any freed-up
machines can be used to support higher-tier (and higher-priced)
VMs that require dedicated processing cores. Either way, the ability to consolidate a larger number of lower-tier VMs onto fewer
cores—i.e., the ability to pack VMs as tightly as possible without
violating customer expectations—is a distinct economic advantage
in the competitive cloud marketspace. However, consolidating VMs
onto shared cores is easier said than done as customers desire high
throughput and reasonably low and stable latency characteristics
even for lower-tier VMs.
A key hypervisor component that affects these central metrics—
application throughput and latency, as perceived by the customer—
is the VM scheduler. In particular, if the VM scheduler is inefficient (i.e., if it suffers from large runtime overheads), then the peak
throughput attainable by guest VMs will be needlessly limited. Furthermore, while application tail latency is a complex phenomenon
that is determined by multiple factors, if the VM scheduler occasionally induces a substantial amount of scheduling latency due to poor
scheduling decisions, then application tail latency will inevitably
suffer. In other words, if the VM scheduler is a major bottleneck,
then it will surely impose a tax on application performance.
Unfortunately, many of the VM schedulers in widespread use
today, and especially those used in Xen, are not yet optimized for
hosting highly consolidated, high-VM-density workloads, and have
little to offer in terms of performance guarantees. In particular, as we
show in this paper (Sec. 7), Xen’s existing schedulers can negatively
affect either tail latencies, throughput, or both due to the use of
unpredictable scheduling heuristics that sometimes backfire and/or
implementation aspects that cause undesirably high overheads,
especially when faced with a large number of densely packed VMs.
Motivated by these observations, this paper presents Tableau,
a highly predictable, high-throughput VM scheduler based on an
unorthodox design not previously explored in a data-center context. Specifically, Tableau leverages multiprocessor scheduling techniques typically used in hard real-time systems, and exploits specific
properties of cloud environments to minimize runtime overheads,
unlike prior real-time VM schedulers (e.g., RT-Xen [74]).
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Tableau consists of two main components: (i) a low-overhead,
table-driven, core-local dispatcher that schedules VMs primarily
based on a given static schedule, and (ii) an asynchronous, infrequently invoked planner that re-generates tables on-demand when
VMs are either created, torn down, or reconfigured.
As a result of this clear separation between a semi-offline planning phase and an extremely simple online dispatcher, Tableau
incurs significantly lower runtime overheads (around 5.6×, 2.4×,
and 2× lower than under Credit, Credit2, and RTDS, respectively,
see Sec. 7.2). These efficiency gains in turn can translate into substantial improvements in SLA-aware throughput (e.g., compared
to RTDS, Tableau can achieve up to 1.6× higher peak throughput
when serving 1 KiB files with a 100 ms SLA, see Sec. 7.4).
Furthermore, Tableau’s inherent predictability can yield substantially improved tail latency characteristics for workloads that
frequently invoke the VM scheduler (e.g., in some cases VMs scheduled by Tableau exhibit up to 17× lower maximum ping latency
compared to Credit, the default Xen scheduler, see Sec. 7.3).
Key to Tableau is the planning stage, which is performed asynchronously. It thus only affects the creation, teardown, and reconfiguration time of VMs (inflating each one by a few hundred milliseconds), an acceptable tradeoff for relatively infrequent operations
that usually take on the order of seconds to begin with.
Each VM under Tableau is configured with a minimum CPU
budget (or utilization) and a maximum-acceptable scheduling delay, both of which can be determined either based on an explicit
SLA, based on pre-determined, price-differentiated service tiers offered by cloud vendors, or empirically based on the deployed workload or simple fair-share policies. Tableau’s planner applies techniques from hard real-time multiprocessor scheduling to quickly
re-generate scheduling tables whenever needed, while ensuring that
all constraints on the minimum utilization and maximum scheduling latency for every VM in the system are satisfied. Consequently,
Tableau provides direct control over one of the key contributors to
tail latencies, namely the scheduling latency of individual VMs.
Contributions. We present the design of Tableau (Sec. 3), an unorthodox scheduling approach rooted in static scheduling tables
(as pioneered in hard real-time systems [35]), which has not previously been explored in a cloud context. Tableau requires ondemand generation of scheduling tables satisfying the utilization
and scheduling-latency constraints of individual vCPUs. We detail
how to quickly find such tables by repurposing relevant real-time
scheduling theory (Sec. 5), and report on an efficient implementation of Tableau in Xen 4.9 (Sec. 6). Notably, our implementation is
inherently scalable because it uses almost exclusively core-local
data structures. In an evaluation with an I/O-intensive workload on
a dual-socket, 16-core Intel Xeon platform (Sec. 7), our Tableau prototype is shown to outperform the existing Xen schedulers (RTDS,
Credit, and Credit2) in terms of their SLA-aware peak throughput.
In summary, Tableau is a novel, predictable, high-throughput
VM scheduler designed to ensure that VM scheduling is no longer
a bottleneck in the support for high-density VM workloads.

2

THE PROBLEM

Each VM consists of one or more vCPUs. The role of the VM scheduler is to multiplex the vCPUs of all VMs onto the available physical
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CPU cores (pCPUs) such that each VM receives (at least) a certain
configured share of CPU time while minimizing the latency and
maximizing the throughput exhibited by tenant applications.
As we explain next, these goals are affected by (i) unpredictable
scheduling heuristics, as employed by many popular VM schedulers,
as they may cause increased tail latencies, and (ii) high runtime
overheads, which eat up precious cycles and thus lower throughput.

2.1

Unpredictability Increases Tail Latencies

To improve the average-case latency of VMs, many VM schedulers
contain heuristics and special-case optimizations that favor VMs
performing I/O [17, 52, 67].
For example, Xen’s default Credit scheduler, a design rooted in
the principle of proportionate fairness [31], “boosts” the priority of
vCPUs that resume from a blocking I/O operation to temporarily
override the fairness criterion. Similarly, Linux’s Completely Fair
Scheduler (CFS), which is widely used in conjunction with Linux’s
built-in KVM hypervisor, also uses accounting tricks to favor I/O
activity (e.g., the “gentle fair sleepers” setting). In fact, CFS has even
been observed to under-utilize cores in fully loaded systems due to
complex and erratic (and erroneous) load-balancing heuristics [43].
Unfortunately, the effects of such heuristics are difficult to anticipate and can result in increased tail latencies. For instance, whether
Xen’s “boosting” heuristic actually reduces I/O latency depends on
the number of simultaneously boosted vCPUs: if every vCPU is
performing I/O and boosted as a result, then effectively no vCPU
is boosted. As we show in our evaluation, such runtime heuristics
increase performance volatility, which translates into increased,
scheduler-induced tail latencies for high-VM-density workloads.

2.2

Scheduling Overhead Limits Throughput

A second major concern is that a VM scheduler must exhibit very
low runtime overheads, because it can be frequently invoked, and
because any cycles spent on scheduling are pure overhead in that
they would otherwise have been available to applications of paying customers. Thus, in addition to causing unpredictable latency
spikes, dynamic scheduling heuristics can also be detrimental to
throughput because they must be frequently computed. Similarly,
any other major source of runtime overheads such as lock contention inside the scheduler hurts application throughput.
At cloud scale, such overheads can add up to massive costs. For
example, a recent study of more than 20,000 computers in one of
Google’s data centers found that roughly 5% of all processor cycles
are spent on the kernel’s process scheduler [30]. In the case of highdensity workloads, the effects of any scheduling bottlenecks are
further exacerbated by their naturally higher context-switch rates.
There is thus strong motivation to make the VM scheduler as
efficient as possible. However, as we demonstrate in our evaluation,
contemporary VM schedulers leave substantial room for improvements in terms of both runtime overheads and scheduler-induced
tail latencies when facing challenging high-VM-density workloads
that frequently trigger the VM scheduler. As a novel, unorthodox
alternative that occupies a previously unexplored point in the design space of VM schedulers, we propose Tableau, a low-overhead
VM scheduler that guarantees a minimum share of CPU time and a
hard bound on maximum scheduling latency for every vCPU.
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3

THE TABLEAU APPROACH

Tableau is based on a table-driven design inspired by hard real-time
systems to minimize runtime overheads while maintaining high
throughput and predictable latencies even when confronted with a
large number of VMs. In the following, we introduce the high-level
design; implementation-level optimizations are discussed in Sec. 6.
Dispatcher vs. planner. VMs in cloud environments are typically
long-running. For example, a majority of customer VMs hosted
on Microsoft Azure have a lifetime of at least a few hours [19],
and VMs that run longer than a day are likely to run for several
days and account for more than 95% of the total core hours [19].
Based on this observation, we push all expensive scheduling logic
related to satisfying VM performance requirements into a separate,
infrequent planning (or system reconfiguration) step that is only
invoked when a VM is started up, torn down, or reconfigured.
Consequently, Tableau’s scheduler consists of two main components: a straightforward, low-overhead, table-driven dispatcher and
a relatively heavy-weight scheduling table generator (or planner).
The dispatcher resides in the hypervisor and is invoked whenever a
scheduling decision is needed. It simply enacts the latest scheduling
table provided by the planner. The planner in turn can reside anywhere (e.g., it can be an unprivileged process) and is invoked if a
new table is needed, i.e., when a system reconfiguration occurs. By
leveraging multiprocessor real-time scheduling theory (discussed
in Sec. 5), the planner quickly generates tables that guarantee a
minimum CPU share and a hard upper bound on the maximum
scheduling delay for each VM in the system.
An immediate benefit of the split between a minimal, efficient
dispatcher and a separate system-wide planning process is that the
dispatcher uses primarily core-local data structures, which trivially
ensures Tableau’s scalability on large multicore platforms. All decisions requiring system-wide information and coordination as well
as table updates are done asynchronously by the planner and do not
slow down the online dispatcher. Thus, the performance-critical
scheduler hot paths are not impacted by the planner’s overheads.
Second-level scheduler. A naive table-driven scheduler, however,
is too inflexible at runtime and results in non-work-conserving behavior. Since it is generally the goal of cloud operators to use each
and every last cycle to maximize profits, this is clearly not an acceptable limitation. In Tableau, we hence overcome this limitation by
incorporating a simple second-level round-robin fair-share scheduler that is invoked whenever the first-level table-driven scheduler
fails to find a vCPU to schedule.
To summarize, Tableau is a two-level, hierarchical scheduling
approach with a table-driven dispatcher at the first level, a corelocal fair-share scheduler at the second level, and an infrequently
invoked asynchronous planner. Together, these components ensure
flexible, work-conserving runtime behavior on top of the minimum
performance guarantees incorporated into the tables, which are
(re-)generated on demand.
We next elaborate on the dispatcher and then discuss how the
planner finds scheduling tables with performance guarantees in Sec. 5.

4

A MINIMAL DISPATCHER

At the first level, Tableau schedules vCPUs using a table-driven
dispatcher, not unlike those commonly found in safety-critical hard

real-time systems. For instance, the ARINC 653 standard for integrated modular avionics [56] specifies time-partitioned scheduling,
which is accomplished with static scheduling tables. We adopt this
proven technique for building highly predictable systems.
A table-driven dispatcher requires a pre-generated scheduling
table of finite length, usually in the range of a few hundred milliseconds. For each core, the table is given as a set of non-overlapping
intervals, each of which is specified using offsets relative to the
start of the table. Each interval is either marked as idle or reserved
for a specific vCPU that is given priority during the interval.
When the dispatcher is invoked at runtime, it simply looks up the
interval in the scheduling table covering the current time (modulo
the table length). If this interval is reserved for a specific vCPU,
and if that vCPU is ready, it is dispatched and allowed to run uninterruptedly until the end of the interval. If the specific vCPU
is blocked, or if the interval is marked as idle, the second-level
scheduler is invoked to schedule any ready core-local vCPU, which
is chosen based on additional information provided in the tables.
The second-level scheduler is a fair-share, epoch-based scheduler: it
divides the time within each (configurable) epoch evenly among the
runnable vCPUs into per-vCPU budgets and then applies a simple
highest-remaining-budget-first policy. Second-level vCPU budgets
are replenished when all ready vCPUs have run out of budget.
To summarize, the scheduler hot path in Tableau consists of
little more than a straightforward table lookup in the common case,
which is a minimal and hence extremely efficient approach to scheduling. The schedule resulting from the table repeats cyclically until
a new table is installed by the planner. Importantly, it is inherently
predictable: the maximum “blackout time” during which a vCPU
receives no service, and which directly translates into applicationvisible latency, is trivially bounded. It is also work-conserving (w.r.t.
core-local vCPUs) owing to the second-level scheduler.
To be clear, the design of Tableau is intentionally simple: our
claim is not that Tableau is a particularly sophisticated approach,
but rather that such a simple, largely static design not only suffices to serve cloud workloads, but that it can actually exceed the
performance of those widely used today, as demonstrated in Sec. 7.
Next, we introduce the actual scheduling logic (i.e., how the
planner generates scheduling tables) and then discuss a concrete
realization of Tableau in Xen in Sec. 6.

5

FINDING A GOOD SCHEDULE QUICKLY

Each VM comprises one or more vCPUs. As input, the planner
requires a specified reserved utilization U and a maximum scheduling latency L for each vCPU. These parameters may be selected
arbitrarily. For instance, they can be explicitly specified by an associated SLA, pre-determined according to price-differentiated service
tiers set by the cloud provider, or simply computed by a fair-share
policy (e.g., U = m
n , where m is the number of CPU cores and
n the number of vCPUs assigned to the host).1 The challenge is
1 In

particular, note that Tableau does not require more information to be provided
than existing fair-share schedulers such as Xen’s Credit scheduler or Linux’s CFS
scheduler—just as in Credit or CFS, U can be determined automatically based on a
vCPU- or VM-specific weight, the number of cores, and the number of vCPUs in the
system, and L can be given a reasonable default magnitude similar to the scheduling
quantum in Credit or the sched_latency_ns tunable of CFS. In addition, Tableau
allows for more sophisticated or price-differentiated provisioning strategies, but not at
the price of a more complicated default setup or a higher barrier to adoption.
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to find a static vCPU schedule for the dispatcher that is runtimeefficient and that satisfies the minimum utilization and maximum
latency guarantees for all vCPUs.
Since the planner can operate outside the restricted confines of
the hypervisor, such as within a supervisory VM, one might be
tempted to use high-level tools such as ILP or SMT solvers to find
schedules. However, we want the table generation process to be
relatively fast (i.e., seconds rather than minutes) even for hundreds
of vCPUs and therefore avoid such heavyweight solutions.
We thus instead map the problem to the well-studied multiprocessor hard real-time scheduling problem, which allows us to
quickly generate reasonably short tables satisfying all constraints
for any possible configuration of VMs that does not over-utilize the
system (i.e., where the sum of all U parameters does not exceed the
number of available cores).
Specifically, we generate tables in two steps. We first model each
vCPU as a periodic task [41] with parameters that are carefully chosen to (i) reflect its specified U and L parameters while (ii) ensuring
a short maximum table length. We then simulate a multiprocessor
real-time schedule of the set of periodic tasks representing all vCPUs in the system. This simulation results in a repeating table that
achieves the target utilization and ensures the desired scheduling
latency for each vCPU.

To avoid large dispatching tables, we select periods from a set
of candidate periods with a known maximum hyperperiod. Specifically, in our implementation, we searched for a number close to
100 ms (=100,000,000 ns) that has a large number of factors larger
than 100µs (since periods smaller than 100µs are hard to enforce due
to scheduling overheads). We chose 102,702,600 ns as the maximum
hyperperiod, which has a large number of integer divisors (186)
above the 100µs threshold. The length of approximately 102 ms is
short enough to be generated and replaced quickly.
Thus, if F denotes the set of all integer divisors of 102,702,600
greater than 100,000, we select for each vCPU the largest T ∈ F
such that 2 × (1 − U ) × T ≤ L. Depending on the chosen T , tenants
may observe less scheduling delay than stipulated by L, which is
consistent with it being an upper bound on scheduling latency.
Once each vCPU is represented as a periodic task, the planner
must find a schedule that satisfies the timing constraints of all periodic tasks, in which case all vCPU utilization and latency goals
are guaranteed to be met. To this end, Tableau uses a progression
of three increasingly expensive techniques: first a very simple and
quick bin-packing heuristic that we expect to be sufficient in most
practical use cases, and then two more involved scheduling techniques that we include primarily for the sake of completeness (i.e., to
ensure that the planner never fails, even in pathological scenarios).

Mapping to periodic tasks. A periodic real-time task [41] τ =
(C,T ) is characterized by its worst-case execution time C and period
T . The associated correctness criterion is that it must receive (up
to) C time units of processor service in each scheduling interval
[0,T ), [T , 2T ), [2T , 3T ), etc.
When mapping a vCPU (U , L) to a periodic task τ = (C,T ), we
clearly require U = C
T . However, how does a vCPU’s latency goal
L map to an “equivalent” period T ?
Without knowing anything about the final schedule, a suitable
period can be determined by observing that a periodic task must be
scheduled for at least C time units during every period of length T .
The worst-case blackout time (i.e., contiguous interval without any
processor service) hence occurs when a periodic task is scheduled
for C time units at the very beginning of one period, and then scheduled next only at the very end of the next period, again for C time
units. For example, a periodic task with (C,T ) = (10ms, 100ms)
might be scheduled during [0ms, 10ms) and then again during
[190ms, 200ms), yielding a blackout time of 180ms corresponding
to the blackout interval [10ms, 190ms).
In general, the worst-case blackout time incurred by a periodic
task with period T and cost C is bounded by 2 × (T − C), or equivalently 2 × (1 − U ) × T . Thus, a vCPU’s latency goal L can be
converted into a suitable period T by picking any period T such
L
that T ≤ 2×(1−U
) . (If U = 1, then the vCPU is simply mapped to a
dedicated pCPU and excluded from further consideration.)

Partitioning. We begin by attempting to partition the task set
(i.e., statically assign tasks to cores) such that no core is overloaded.
Such an approach is a desirable first step as it results in high cache
affinity (since no vCPUs migrate between cores). Partitioning also
has the advantage that additional considerations such as memory
locality on NUMA platforms, special treatment of hardware threads,
or cache interference concerns can be easily incorporated.
Partitioning periodic tasks onto cores is a bin-packing-like problem that is NP-hard. We use the well-known worst-fit decreasing
heuristic (always assign the next task to the least-utilized core),
which has the benefit that it distributes the load roughly evenly
across all cores in the system.
If the partitioning heuristic succeeds in finding a valid partition,
we simply simulate on each core an earliest-deadline-first (EDF)
schedule until the hyperperiod. Since EDF is optimal on uniprocessors [41], the simulation guarantees a schedule satisfying all
utilization and latency goals.
It bears repeating that we expect this partitioning step to succeed
in most cases in practice. This is particularly true in the context of
cloud data centers: since the cloud provider controls the dimensioning of the various service tiers, it can arrange for a suitably simple
bin-packing problem by offering only regularly sized VMs.
If partitioning fails, however, we attempt semi-partitioning [4].

Bounding table lengths. To minimize preemptions, one should
maximize the period. However, simply choosing the maximal period
for each vCPU can result in a periodic task set with an extremely
large hyperperiod, the least common multiple of all task periods.
Since this is also the length at which the dispatching table repeats,
picking periods indiscriminately could even result in exponential
table sizes (if all chosen periods are relatively prime).

Semi-partitioning. Semi-partitioning is a simple extension of partitioning. First, we try to partition the task set as before. However,
when encountering a task that cannot be assigned to any core,
instead of giving up, the task is broken up into smaller subtasks
with precedence constraints, which are then easier to partition.
The subtasks represent the task’s fractional allocations on different
cores. At runtime, a split task migrates among the cores to which
its subtasks have been assigned to use the reserved processor time.
The trick is to ensure (i) that the subtasks never execute in
parallel (since they still reflect the same sequential task), and (ii) that
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Localized optimal scheduling. While the C=D approach is empirically near-optimal [11], i.e., it is virtually always possible to find
workable task splits, there nonetheless exists theoretically a chance
that it might fail. In such a case, which we never encountered in
our evaluation, it is possible to fall back to optimal multiprocessor
real-time scheduling as a last resort [8, 25, 48, 59, 63]. Although
optimal schedulers guarantee the existence of a schedule, we do
not use them as our first choice since they tend to generate many
preemptions and migrations. Instead, we perform semi-partitioning
to the extent possible, and use an optimal scheduler to schedule the
remaining tasks on a minimal subset of cores.
Specifically, we identify two physical cores that are “close” (e.g.,
that share a cache) and turn them into a cluster (i.e., a “double-sized
bin”) that is optimally scheduled. This merging of bins is repeated
if needed until all tasks can be partitioned, split into subtasks, or
assigned to some cluster of cores. The process is guaranteed to stop
when reaching a single cluster encompassing all cores (if the system
is not over-utilized). However, we emphasize that this procedure
is virtually never needed for practical workloads; we include it
simply so that table generation truly never fails (unless the system
is over-utilized, which is a misconfiguration that is rejected).
It is worth mentioning that vCPUs that migrate among two or
more pCPUs due to semi-partitioning (or localized optimal scheduling) represent a complication for the second-level scheduler—on
which pCPU should such a vCPU participate in the second-level
scheduling? To avoid costly synchronization, one straightforward
approach is to adopt a “trailing core” policy: migrating vCPUs participate in the second-level schedule (only) on the pCPU on which
they last received a guaranteed allocation.
Post-processing. After a schedule has been found, the planner
performs certain post-processing operations before handing the
schedule over to the dispatcher. First, it coalesces allocations below
a certain threshold into a neighboring allocation. This threshold
is determined by the overheads involved in context-switching vCPUs, since allocations smaller than the threshold are impossible
to enforce. In the last step, the planner “slices” the table to enable
constant-time lookups, as discussed in the following section.
Finally, while we have not explored this space yet, it is trivial
to add additional post-processing steps. For instance, one might
add a “peep-hole” optimization pass to reduce the number of migrations and preemptions even further. Alternatively, one might
add a pass to encourage or discourage co-scheduling of certain
VMs, e.g., due to performance-counter-based profiles or for synchronization purposes. We leave these interesting opportunities
and extensions to future work.

Domain-0
Tableau
Daemon

Hypervisor

no core becomes overloaded. In general, this is not trivial, but many
suitable semi-partitioning schemes have been proposed in recent
years [5, 6, 9, 10, 12, 32, 33, 39].
Without going into too much detail, we simply apply one proposal called C=D task-splitting [12] that virtually always finds a
valid split, even for difficult problem instances that almost fully
utilize all cores [11]. Finding valid C=D task splits is non-trivial,
coNP-hard [22], and computationally demanding in general; however, due to the fixed table length, it is fast in Tableau’s use case.
If semi-partitioning succeeds, the planner again simulates an
EDF schedule on each core.
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Figure 1: Tableau architecture

6

IMPLEMENTATION: TABLEAU IN XEN

The Tableau approach is not tied to any particular system and
can be realized in virtually any modern hypervisor. For evaluation
purposes, we chose the popular Xen hypervisor (version 4.9) as the
basis for our experiments, due to its widespread use in public clouds.
The main components of Tableau in Xen are illustrated in Fig. 1.
Xen consists of a special supervisory VM called domain-0, or dom0,
which has privileged access to the underlying hardware to enable
(i) device access, and (ii) the creation, teardown, and reconfiguration of domains. Accordingly, the planner is realized as a daemon in
the userspace of dom0 (henceforth referred to simply as userspace).
Implementing the scheduling logic in userspace is quite convenient. In particular, the Tableau planner is written in Python using
SchedCAT, an open-source real-time scheduling toolkit [1]. The use
of a high-level language greatly simplifies the rapid exploration of
new post-processing phases and scheduling ideas, potentially even
by non-systems developers or using machine-learning techniques.
In total, our Tableau prototype consists of around 2,350 lines
of new or changed C code in the hypervisor itself, and around
1,600 lines of code in the userspace Tableau daemon. It was possible
to realize Tableau with a relatively small code base because the
hypervisor component is simple by design, and because the planner
heavily relies on existing scheduling logic [11] in SchedCAT.
New scheduling tables are pushed by the planner to the hypervisor via a hypercall in a compiled, binary format and used directly
by the Tableau dispatcher. While the dispatcher is conceptually
straightforward, there are certain choices involved in implementing it efficiently. In the following, we highlight four key aspects.
O(1) dispatch. Fig. 2 shows the structure of a Tableau scheduling
table. It consists of per-CPU lists of allocations, which map an
interval of time to a specific vCPU.
An allocation represents a variable-length interval within the
table. To facilitate constant-time lookups, the scheduling table is
accompanied by a slice table. A slice table is comprised of “slices”
of the allocation table, where each slice describes a fixed-sized time
interval of the allocation table. The slice length is chosen such that
each slice overlaps with at most two allocations (and possibly some
idle time between them). This is accomplished by picking, for each
pCPU, a per-CPU slice length equal to the length of the shortest
allocation on that particular pCPU.
The slice table enables O (1) scheduling decisions. First, the dispatcher determines the current slice by indexing the slice table
using the current time (modulo the table length), and then it determines which of the two allocations within the slice (or the idle
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For simplicity, it is also possible to unconditionally send an IPI; if
IPIs are relatively cheap, then this may be preferable to complicating
the wake-up logic. Our prototype currently uses this approach.
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Figure 2: Tableau table structure. The lookup table enables
constant-time lookups into the physical table structures using time offsets relative to the start of the table.
time between them) currently need to be scheduled. Allocation and
slice records are aligned to cache lines, so at most two cache lines
are accessed per lookup.
The simple table-driven dispatcher is efficient and inherently
scalable as most memory accesses are to core-local data structures,
especially in the common-case hot path. However, in two exceptions, which we briefly sketch next, remote accesses are needed.
Cross-core migrations. When a vCPU has allocations on two
cores (e.g., due to semi-partitioning), and if the gap between these
two allocations in the table is small (or even overlapping by a few
cycles due to timer skew), we must ensure that one core does not
schedule the vCPU until it has been completely de-scheduled on
the other core (to avoid stack corruption).
To this end, for each vCPU, Tableau tracks the core that currently
schedules the vCPU, if any. Before scheduling a vCPU, a core checks
that it “owns” the vCPU. If the vCPU is still marked as “scheduled
elsewhere,” the core that failed to schedule the vCPU sets a field
in the vCPU structure requesting an inter-processor interrupt (IPI)
to be sent when the vCPU is de-scheduled, and schedules either a
vCPU selected by the second-level scheduler or idles until notified.
No locks or cache lines shared by all pCPUs are required.
In the expected case (no overlap of allocations), the only cost
is an atomic write to the vCPU control block (which is already
in cache anyway). In the rare case of a race between allocation
start and end times, a remote memory reference and an IPI are
occasionally incurred, which however does not impact scalability.
Efficient wake-ups. Tableau must also deal with wake-ups of
blocked vCPUs, which may be processed on any core in the system.
For each vCPU, we keep track of the core it currently has an allocation on (or where it last had an allocation). When a core processes
a wake-up for a vCPU that has a current allocation, it reads this
field and sends an IPI to the responsible core. Similarly, if the vCPU
does not have a current allocation, but is allowed to take part in
second-level scheduling, and the vCPU’s last-used core is currently
idling, then an IPI is sent to said core.
If, however, the vCPU does not currently have an allocation on
any core and is capped (i.e., not eligible to take part in second-level
scheduling), then the wake-up can be safely ignored; when the
next allocation pertaining to the vCPU begins, it will be seen to be
runnable anyway. Again, no locks or globally shared cache lines
are required to realize this optimization.

Lock-free table switches. Finally, to avoid adding a lock or a barrier in a hot path, table switches in Tableau are time-synchronized.
Each core has a next_table pointer, which is set when a new table
is pushed. If a core finds this field to be set when the current table
wraps around, then it switches to the new table (otherwise the
current one is reused). However, if the next_table pointer is set during a table wrap, some cores may pick up the change while others
may retain the old table, causing an inconsistent schedule. To avoid
such races, we simply ensure that tables are never set during or
close to a table wrap. When a new table is pushed, all next_table
pointers are timed to be set at a point in the middle of the next
round of the current table. Given the scheduling table length in
Tableau (≈ 102 ms), this technique avoids any race and all cores
consistently switch to the new table. Two rounds after a new table
has been uploaded, when all cores have switched to the new table,
the previous table is garbage-collected.
In this paper, our evaluation is focused on partitioning, and so
we did not implement second-level scheduling for semi-partitioned
VMs, which means they cannot currently make use of spare idle
cycles. However, this feature is trivial to incorporate into Tableau
as the minimal synchronization needed for cross-core migrations
already exists, as described earlier, and thus its absence is not a
major limitation. Our implementation is available online.2

7

EVALUATION

Our evaluation is aimed at validating the following key claims:
(i) Tableau incurs low scheduling overheads compared to other
Xen schedulers; (ii) it offers both predictability (i.e., consistent,
low latencies) and high throughput in a high-VM-density scenario;
and (iii) planning overheads are acceptable relative to typical VM
commissioning and decommissioning times. We start with the latter.

7.1

Table-Generation Overheads

The time and memory overhead of Tableau’s planner varies depending on (i) the number of VMs, and (ii) the configuration of
individual VMs, and (iii) the number of cores in the system. Together, these parameters determine the number of slots and slices
that need to be generated, optimized, and written to disk.
To show how these choices affect Tableau’s planner, we measured
both the time taken to generate tables, as well as the size of the
generated tables for a varying number of VMs, with all VMs being
assigned one of four latency goals (1ms, 30ms, 60ms, and 100ms).
To stress the planner and test its scalability limits, we performed
these experiments on and for a 48-core Intel Xeon (E7-8857) server,
the largest machine in our lab at the time of writing. Four cores
were dedicated to dom0, and four guest VMs were admitted for
each of the remaining forty-four cores.
Table-generation time. In Fig. 3, the Y axis shows the total time
taken to generate the table (averaged over 100 runs) as a function of
the number of VMs for which the table was generated. The number
of VMs was varied up to a total of 176 VMs (i.e., four VMs per core).
2 https://people.mpi-sws.org/~bbb/papers/details/eurosys18/
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Figure 3: Table-generation times for a varying number of
VMs with different latency goals. The 30 ms and 100 ms
curves overlap.
As can be seen in the figure, table-generation time never exceeds two seconds. We believe this to be acceptable in the context of public clouds where typical VM lifetimes far outweigh VM
startup, teardown, and reconfiguration times [19]. In contexts where
system re-configuration time may be crucial (e.g., Tableau-based
container scheduling, or even high-priority process scheduling),
several optimizations could be made: (i) tables can be incrementally
re-computed on a per-core basis, and (ii) a low-level language such
as C can be used to reduce language runtime overhead. Furthermore, with Tableau, the planner does not necessarily have to reside
on the same machine, i.e., table generation may also be offloaded to
a faster, independent machine, similarly to how jobs are scheduled
across data centers [60], and it is trivially possible to centrally cache
tables for common configurations that are frequently reused.
Additional reconfiguration delays. If the planner resides locally
in dom0, where it is triggered on-demand, then Tableau introduces
a planning delay to VM startup, teardown, and reconfiguration
operations. However, we emphasize that the planning overhead
does not affect the performance of VMs once they have commenced
execution (i.e., it increases only their provisioning time). As VM
creation under Xen already takes many seconds, even without
accounting for the time it takes the guest OS to actually boot up
(nor any time spend on fetching a VM image from remote storage),
we deem even the longest table-generation delay reported in Fig. 3,
which is two seconds, to still be acceptable.
Memory overheads. Fig. 4 shows the table size (in MiB) on the Y
axis, as a function of the number of VMs on the X axis. The four
curves show the table size when all VMs are assigned the same
latency goal of 1ms, 30ms, 60ms, and 100ms, respectively.
As can be seen in the figure, the memory overhead for all configurations was below 1.2 MiB, which only occurs for a fairly demanding
case of every VM having a latency goal of 1 ms. We consider this
to be a negligible overhead for modern server-class machines with
hundreds of gigabytes, and even terabytes, of RAM.

7.2

Scheduler Runtime Overheads

We now present microbenchmarks comparing Tableau’s scheduler
overheads with three different schedulers in Xen.
Platform. We used a 16-core, 3.2 GHz Intel Xeon (E5-2667) server
(comprising two sockets with eight cores each) with 512 GiB of
RAM, running Ubuntu 16.04.3 LTS (Linux kernel version 4.4.0) on
Xen 4.9. We employed an identical client machine, connected on
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Figure 4: Generated table size for a varying number of VMs
with different latency goals. All but the 1 ms curve overlap.

the same network via 10 Gbit/s Ethernet, as a load generator. We
disabled all CPU power-saving features for our evaluation to avoid
performance unpredictability.
Schedulers. We compared our implementation of Tableau with
three stock schedulers in Xen (Credit, Credit2, and RTDS). Credit is
the default scheduler in Xen and is a weighted proportionate-fairshare scheduler. That is, each VM is allocated credits proportional to
a configured weight, which it “burns” when it executes. Additionally,
Credit gives VMs that wake up from an I/O operation a “boost” in
priority. Xen’s more recent Credit2 scheduler extends the original
Credit design with the goal of improving responsiveness, and does
this primarily by eliminating Credit’s priority boosting as it is now
understood to cause performance unpredictability. RTDS, another
recent addition to Xen, is a real-time scheduler that, like Tableau,
is also based on the periodic task model [41]. However, in contrast
to Tableau, and similar to Credit, RTDS is a dynamic scheduler
(i.e., it makes all decisions online) based on an EDF policy. RTDS
is an interesting baseline to compare against because it provides
similar capabilities in terms of predictable control over latency and
utilization, while representing an entirely different set of tradeoffs
due to its dynamic nature.
Scheduler setup. Due to the number of tunable parameters in each
of the evaluated schedulers and the resulting vast configuration
space, we did not attempt to exhaustively evaluate every possible
parameter combination. Rather, our evaluation is based on a single
setup that is intended to be representative of the kind of workloads
Tableau is designed to support.
Specifically, on our 16-core server, we assigned four single-vCPU
VMs per core (i.e., each with 25% CPU utilization), with four cores
dedicated to dom0. Credit was configured according to documented
best practices. In particular, we used a global timeslice of 5 ms
under Credit as the default 30 ms value is known to be non-ideal for
I/O workloads [18]. Under Tableau, to allow for a reasonably fair
comparison with Credit, we chose a maximum scheduling latency
of 20 ms since Credit with a 5 ms timeslice will, in the presence of
four VMs per core, replenish all credits roughly once every 20 ms.
This results in the planner picking a period of roughly 13 ms with
a budget of about 3.2 ms. To enable a direct comparison, RTDS was
configured to match the parameters of Tableau.
Due to differences in capabilities of the various schedulers, we
evaluate two distinct scenarios: a “capped” scenario, where VMs
are configured with CPU-usage upper bounds (supported by Credit,
RTDS, and Tableau), and an “uncapped” scenario, where a VM’s
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Table 1: Average runtime overheads (in µs) for three key
scheduler-related operations on a 16-core, 2-socket server.

Schedule
Wakeup
Migrate

Credit

Credit2

RTDS

Tableau

8.08
2.12
0.32

3.51
5.19
5.55

2.86
3.90
9.42

1.43
1.06
0.43

Our focus on runtime efficiency in Tableau’s design (Sec. 3) and
the optimized, core-local implementation of Tableau’s dispatcher
(Sec. 6) is clearly reflected in its low scheduler overheads. We observe that Tableau indeed incurs substantially lower overheads
compared to other schedulers: the mean scheduling overhead under Tableau is around 5.6x, 2.4x, and 2x lower than under Credit,
Credit2, and RTDS, respectively. Concerning post-scheduling operations (“Migrate”), recall that Tableau may occasionally need to
send an IPI after de-scheduling a vCPU. As expected, this results
in only a negligible increase in the overhead (approximately an
additional 100ns on average compared to Credit in our example).
RTDS incurs significantly higher overhead (over 9µs) for postschedule work due to requiring the acquisition of a global lock
when load-balancing vCPUs. To highlight this bottleneck, we also
collected overhead data on a 48-core server machine with four
sockets (each comprised of 12 cores). Table 2 shows the observed
overheads. It is obvious that RTDS’ global lock does not scale well:
on average, RTDS spends over 168µs while attempting to migrate
a VM each time it is preempted. We do not consider this machine
any further in the remainder of this section.
Table 2: Average runtime overheads (in µs) for three key
scheduler-related operations on a 48-core, 4-socket server.

Schedule
Wakeup
Migrate

Credit

Credit2

RTDS

Tableau

16.40
7.07
0.42

4.70
5.61
18.19

4.39
19.16
168.62

2.49
1.82
0.66

Finally, Table 1 shows the mean overhead for processing wakeups
to be 2× lower than under Credit, almost 5× lower compared to
Credit2, and over 3× lower than under RTDS. This is a consequence
of Tableau’s fast wakeup handling (Sec. 6), which uses the table to
determine which CPU to send an IPI to.

45
40
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Tableau

Intrinsic Latency (ms)

35

Intrinsic Latency (ms)

CPU usage is not bounded (supported by Credit, Credit2, and
Tableau). We used Ubuntu 16.04.3 LTS as the guest OS.
Overhead results. Under each scheduler, we traced the runtime
cost of key scheduling operations in an I/O-intensive scenario,
where each VM ran an I/O-intensive workload based on the wellknown stress benchmark [68] for a duration of 60 seconds. Overhead samples were collected using Xen’s built-in tracing framework
by adding tracepoints around key operations within the scheduler.
Table 1 shows the mean overhead (in µs) of three scheduler operations on our 16-core server: (i) the time taken to make a scheduling
decision, (ii) the time taken to process wake-up interrupts, and
(iii) the time taken to perform any operations after de-scheduling
a vCPU, such as sending re-schedule IPIs to another core.
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Figure 5: Maximum scheduling delay as measured by
redis-cli. “BG” denotes background workload.

To summarize, the advantages of Tableau’s design choices are
reflected in its efficient runtime compared to other schedulers. This
is the result of moving VM budget and latency enforcement to an
offline planner, using per-core data structures, and the use of a
minimal table-driven dispatcher.

7.3

Comparing Scheduling Delay

To understand the scheduling delays induced by the existing Xen
schedulers and Tableau, we used (i) the popular redis-cli workload with the --intrinsic-latency option, and (ii) measured the
ping latency between our client machine and one of the VMs. The
two workloads were chosen as they allow insight into the performance of respectively CPU-bound and sporadically activated,
network-I/O-centric VMs under each scheduler. In the following, we
present measurements from a single vantage VM. The vantage VM
did not receive any special treatment or configuration advantages
and is thus representative of general scheduler performance.
redis-cli intrinsic latency. redis-cli is a command-line interface distributed as part of the redis key-value store. We ran it
within our vantage VM and measured the intrinsic latency of the
system. When measuring the intrinsic latency, redis-cli runs a
tight CPU-bound loop and measures the delay between iterations,
thus measuring if any delays occur due to the scheduler.
To isolate the effect of the VM scheduler, we ran the tool with the
highest SCHED_FIFO priority to avoid interference arising from
the Linux scheduler in the guest VM. We evaluated both capped
and uncapped scenarios, with four VMs per core, without any
background workload, with an I/O-intensive background workload,
and with a CPU-intensive background workload. The results are
illustrated in Figs. 5(a) and 5(b).
In the capped scenario shown in Fig. 5(a), regardless of the background workload, the scheduler causes scheduling delays as it
forcibly cuts off CPU access to VMs once they exceed their assigned
amount. In the case of Credit, the VM experiences delays of up
to almost 44 ms. Under RTDS, configured as discussed in Sec. 7.2,
this results in around 10 ms in the best case with no background
workload (i.e., the VM runs at the beginning of each period); more
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Figure 6: Average and maximum-observed round-trip ping latencies. “BG” denotes background workload.
latency (up to 13ms) was observed in the presence of a background
workload. Finally, under Tableau, we always see about 10 ms of
scheduling delay, regardless of background workload. In this experiment, RTDS controls scheduling latency just as well as Tableau,
but we will later show that it does not achieve the same throughput.
In the uncapped scenario shown in Fig. 5(b), VMs are not ratelimited and are allowed to consume additional idle cycles if available.
As a result, when no background workload is present, all schedulers
achieve sub-millisecond scheduling latencies, and the corresponding bars are barely visible in Fig. 5(b). However, latency becomes
substantially worse under Credit and Credit2 as a background workload is introduced. In this case, the responsibility of maintaining
low scheduling latency for all VMs falls on the scheduler, and as
can be seen, it does not work well in high-density scenarios: we
observed delays as high as 220 ms under Credit. Credit2 fares well
in the presence of a CPU-intensive background workload, but not
so well in the presence of the I/O-intensive workload. In contrast,
under Tableau, the burden of meeting scheduling latency bounds is
the responsibility of the semi-offline planner, which is oblivious to
background workloads. As a result, Tableau exhibits at most 10 ms
of scheduling delay regardless of background workload.
Ping latency. To cross-validate our findings, we also measured
the average and maximum observed ping latency from our client
machine to the vantage VM. ICMP echo requests are handled directly within the guest kernel, which eliminates any dependence
on the guest scheduler, but can only be processed when the VM
is dispatched by the VM scheduler. As a result, with a controlled
network like in our setup, the ping latency is dominated by (and
is a good proxy for) the scheduling latency incurred by a VM in
reaction to wake-ups triggered by external I/O events.
We again evaluated both capped and uncapped scenarios, without any background workload, with an I/O-intensive background
workload, and with a CPU-intensive background workload. The
experiment setup consisted of eight threads on our client machine,
each sending 5,000 randomly-spaced pings with delays ranging
from zero to 200 ms. The resulting 40,000 samples were aggregated
to determine the average and the maximum observed ping latency
for each configuration. The results are reported in Figs. 6(a)–6(d).

In the uncapped scenario, without a background workload, the
average latency (Fig. 6(a)) is low for all schedulers (around 100 µs) as
the VM can always react immediately to incoming packets. In contrast, the capped scenario (Fig. 6(b)) shows the impact of the table’s
rigid structure, which results in Tableau exhibiting clearly higher average latency (but well below the configured latency goal of 20 ms).
With an I/O workload in the uncapped scenario, since background VMs frequently block, the vantage VM is able to leverage
the resulting idle cycles to achieve a low average latency (Fig. 6(a)).
In the case of a CPU-bound background workload, however, there
are no additional idle cycles to be had and the vantage VM can
only execute during its own slots, which are active only periodically. Thus, the average latency under Tableau is noticeably higher
(Fig. 6(a)), but still well below the configured latency goal, since it is
determined by the gaps between slots in the table. In contrast, under the other schedulers, which are dynamic in nature and employ
heuristics that favor I/O workloads, the vantage VM is able to (on
average) respond almost immediately since it is allowed to preempt
the predominantly CPU-bound background VMs. However, as we
show in Sec. 7.4, these same features can also reduce application
throughput and lead to increased unpredictability.
In the uncapped scenario, the maximum observed latencies in
an otherwise idle system are around 200 µs (Fig. 6(c)). However,
once a background workload is introduced, the maximum observed
latency increases under all schedulers. Under Credit, we observe
latencies approaching 75 ms in the presence of an I/O-intensive
background workload (Fig. 6(c)). Credit2 continues to provide good
tail latency characteristics, but as we will show in Sec. 7.4, it is
unable to maintain high throughput in this scenario.
In the capped scenario (Fig. 6(d)), the maximum observed latencies under Credit are significantly higher even without any
background workload. This is simply because, while VMs are not
running any benchmark, they still require CPU time occasionally
for system processes. As a result the vantage VM may, under rare
circumstances, exhaust its budget, while simultaneously having
to wait for the other three background VMs on the same core to
exhaust their budget, resulting in up to 15 ms of scheduling latency.
While in principle RTDS is also susceptible to the same worst-case
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behavior, the necessary conditions did not trigger during our experiment because they occur only very rarely.
With an I/O background workload active, Credit exhibits tail
latencies of around 30 ms (Fig. 6(d)). On the other hand, RTDS
and Tableau enable accurate control over the scheduling delay.
The maximum observed ping latency under RTDS is around 9 ms
(Fig. 6(d)), somewhat less than the delay allowed in each period.
Similarly, regardless of the background workload, Tableau never
exhibits latencies above 10 ms (Fig. 6(d)), which reflects the structure
of the table that the planner created for this workload.
To summarize, Credit shows substantially increased tail latency
under load in a high-density scenario. While Credit2 and RTDS
show good latency characteristics, they struggle to do so while
maintaining high throughput, as we show next.

7.4

Comparing nginx HTTPS Throughput

We now present a comparison of Tableau, RTDS, Credit, and Credit2
in terms of their respective impact on application throughput and
latency, as exemplified by the ngingx web server.
We used wrk2 [2], an extension of the well-known wrk HTTP
load generation tool, that allows for accurate measurement of tail latencies while accounting for the Coordinated Omission problem [66].
Setup. Our setup again comprised of four single-core VMs per core
on twelve cores of our two-socket, 16-core server (i.e., a total of 48
VMs), with the remaining four cores being dedicated to dom0. Each
VM was assigned a virtual network interface using Intel’s SR-IOV
technology that allowed it to bypass the I/O scheduler in dom0.
The vantage VM was hosting an nginx server that served a small
PHP “application” via HTTPS. The PHP application simply sends
a randomly selected file of a given size (1 KiB, 100 KiB, or 1 MiB)
chosen from a 1 GiB dataset. To minimize measurement noise, all
files were stored in tmpfs. Similarly, nginx was assigned a real-time
priority to take the guest OS’s scheduler out of the picture.
The client machine hosted the wrk2 tool, which generated requests for a specific file size (1 KiB, 100 KiB, or 1 MiB) at a given
rate, and measured the achieved throughput and latency characteristics of the requests. We increased the request rate progressively
until the server was saturated. As in the previous experiments, we
evaluated both capped and uncapped scenarios, with and without
an I/O-intensive background workload.
Graphs. The results are illustrated in Fig. 7, comprising three
columns and six rows. The first three rows (Fig. 7 (a)–(i)) show to
the capped scenario and the last three rows (Fig. 7 (j)–(r)) show the
uncapped scenario. Each row corresponds to the results for either
1 KiB files, 100 KiB files, or 1 MiB files. Within each row, the three
columns correspond to the mean, 99th percentile, and the maximum
observed latency, respectively, versus the observed throughput.
Each graph comprises three curves for Credit, Tableau, and either
RTDS (for capped scenarios) or Credit2 (for uncapped scenarios).
The X-axis shows the observed throughput, while the Y-axis shows
a latency metric. Thus, lower is better (i.e., less latency), as is being
further to the right (i.e., higher throughput). At some point, the
server can no longer keep up with the request rate, and the curve
peaks upwards as queueing delays start to dominate.
Capped VMs (Fig. 7 (a)–(i)). In the following, we discuss results
for 1 KiB and 100 KiB files (the first two rows); we revisit Tableau’s
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performance with 1 MiB files (Fig. 7 (g)–(i)) later in Sec. 7.5. We
make the following key observations.
Tableau provides good tail latencies. The 99th percentile and the
maximum observed latency under Tableau are lower than under
Credit and RTDS (Fig. 7 (b)–(c) and Fig. 7 (e)–(f)). While for low
request rates, Credit and RTDS’s tail latencies are sometimes on
par with Tableau’s, they quickly increase with the request rate. In
contrast, Tableau continues to maintain relatively stable tail-latency
characteristics until the server reaches its peak throughput.
Tableau supports higher SLA-aware peak throughput. In both
the 1 KiB and 100 KiB scenarios, Tableau achieves a higher peak
throughput. In addition, Tableau’s latency begins to creep upwards
much later than under Credit and RTDS. Thus, given a latency-based
service-level agreement (SLA), Tableau supports a higher SLA-aware
throughput. For example, for 1KiB files, given an SLA that mandates
a 99th-percentile latency of 100ms or lower, the peak throughput
for RTDS and Credit is around 1,000 and 1,400 requests per second,
respectively (see Fig. 7 (b)). Tableau can support up to 1,600 requests
per second while satisfying the SLA.
Tableau’s rigidity affects its mean latency. The mean latency (Fig. 7
(a) and (d)) under Tableau is higher than under either Credit or RTDS
for low request rates. This is expected in a table-driven scheduler, as
a request arriving just after the end of a VM’s slot has to wait until
the next slot of the VM to be processed, while dynamic schedulers
like Credit and RTDS can react to the request immediately. However,
both schedulers become overwhelmed as the request rate increases,
while Tableau’s rigidity becomes advantageous and translates into
stability at higher request rates.
RTDS struggles to sustain high throughput. In the presence of an
intense I/O background workload that causes frequent scheduler
invocations, RTDS achieves significantly lower peak throughput
than either Credit or Tableau. This is apparent for all three file sizes,
and highlights that high VM scheduling overheads can substantially
reduce guest application performance.
Credit is significantly less predictable. Mean, 99th , and maximum
observed latencies under Credit start to increase significantly before peak throughput is reached. For instance, in graphs (b), (c), (e),
and (f) of Fig. 7, Credit exhibits a noticeable upwards slope before
peaking (note the log scale), which reflects upon increasing unpredictability as the system becomes increasingly busy. This supports
the observation that Credit’s I/O boosting heurstic can backfire
when faced with I/O-intensive workloads.
Uncapped VMs (Fig. 7 (j)–(r)). Recall that, in the uncapped scenario, Tableau allows each VM to execute in any idle time available
on its core, with multiple contending VMs being allocated idle
time in a round-robin manner. The challenge for the scheduler is
thus to ensure that interference and overheads do not consume
precious CPU cycles, thereby degrading the performance of the
system. This is where Tableau’s low-overhead, table-driven design
shines: it maintains stable latency characteristics for significantly
higher throughputs compared with Credit and Credit2 for all file
sizes. We detail our observations in the following.
Tableau supports significantly higher throughput. In all cases,
Credit’s performance starts to degrade already at a very low throughput. While Credit2 performs well at low throughput, the peak
throughput achieved under Credit2 is still considerably less than
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Figure 7: Mean (first column), 99th percentile (second column), and maximum (third column) observed latency for capped (first
three rows) and uncapped scenarios (last three rows), for 1 KiB, 100 KiB, and 1 MiB files (see y-axis labels), with an I/O-intensive
background workload and with varying throughput.
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Figure 8: Mean (first column), 99th percentile (second column), and maximum (third column) observed latency for capped (first
row) and uncapped VMs (second row) for 100 KiB files with a cache-thrashing background workload and varying throughput.
the peak throughput achieved under Tableau. For example, with
100 KiB files and a 99th -percentile SLA of 100 ms (Fig. 7 (n)), Credit
supports only 50 requests per second, Credit2 supports up to 500
requests per second, but Tableau is able to support more than 800
requests per second, about 60% more than Credit2.
Tableau’s second-level scheduler is effective. From Fig. 7 (n) and
Fig. 7 (e), we can see that Tableau achieves a higher peak throughput of around 850 requests per second in an uncapped scenario
compared with around 600 requests per second in the capped scenario. This is due to Tableau’s second-level scheduler, which allows
the vantage VM to use any idle cycles in the system in addition
to its pre-determined slots. To evaluate the contributions of the
second-level scheduler, we traced Tableau’s scheduling decisions
while fixing the request rate at 700 requests per second (supported
by Tableau only in the uncapped scenario). We observed that over
85% of the scheduling decisions resulting in the vantage VM’s execution were made by the level-2 round-robin scheduler. That is,
idle cycles are efficiently and opportunistically allocated by Tableau
to other VMs on the same core, which translates into improved
throughput without a significant latency penalty.
Cache-thrashing background workload. We now contrast how
the schedulers perform in the presence of stress’s cache-thrashing
background workload, which is fully CPU-bound. Fig. 8 shows the
results for 100 KiB files; one row for the capped scenario (Fig. 8 (a)–
(c)) and one row for the uncapped scenario (Fig. 8 (d)–(f)). Results
for other file sizes were similar; we summarize the main trends.
All schedulers perform similarly in the capped scenario. Since
the background workload now is fully CPU-bound—none of the
cache-thrashing background VMs ever voluntarily triggers the VM
scheduler—the rate of scheduler invocations, and hence the impact
of scheduling overheads, is much reduced. As a result RTDS fares
much better, and can perform more or less as well as the other
schedulers. Fundamentally, Fig. 8 (a)–(c) show a case where the VM

scheduler is hardly a bottleneck, and hence it is not surprising to
see little differentiation among the schedulers.
Credit outperforms Credit2 due to effective boosting in the uncapped scenario. Credit’s boosting heuristic was ineffective in the
prior experiment (Fig. 7) since all VMs were I/O-bound and thus
all (or effectively none) were prioritized. However, with a cachethrashing background workload, Credit’s boosting heuristic works
as intended and plays in favor of the vantage VM, which is the sole
VM performing I/O. On the other hand, Credit2, which does not
explicitly favor I/O workloads, achieves a lower peak throughput,
as can be seen in Fig. 8 (d)–Fig. 8 (f).
Finally, Tableau outperforms both Credit and Credit2 in the uncapped scenario. This is where Tableau’s rigid table-driven design
works best compared to Credit and Credit2’s dynamic, heuristicbased designs, which struggle to maintain fairness given the aggressive CPU demand of the uncapped background workload. When
comparing the peak throughput under Tableau in the capped and
uncapped scenarios (first row vs. second row), we see no drop in
Tableau’s peak throughput (around 500 requests per second in both
cases) as the vantage VM is guaranteed its utilization in both cases,
while both Credit and Credit2 see a significant reduction in throughput due to increased interference from uncapped background VMs.
This experiment nicely demonstrates Tableau’s advantage in
ensuring that each VM receives its guaranteed minimum amount
of service no matter what the rest of the system is doing.

7.5

Discussion and Limitations

A rigid table-driven scheduler like Tableau is not ideal for certain
scenarios. We next discuss some of the limitations of Tableau.
Lower I/O device utilization in certain capped scenarios. One
of the drawbacks of a table-driven scheduler is that I/O requests are
sent in periodic bursts. For example, when a VM’s slot is active, it is
able to enqueue packets in the network interface’s ring buffer, but
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when the VM is preempted for a relatively long time, the network
device drains its buffer and then idles. This is inefficient and results
in lower throughput than a dynamic scheduler, which can ensure a
more even distribution of VM execution over time, resulting in a
better-utilized I/O device given the same CPU utilization.
This effect is evident in Fig. 7 (g)–(i), which shows a capped scenario with 1 MiB files where Credit achieves higher peak throughput compared to Tableau. This does not occur for smaller file sizes
as they require less bandwidth (i.e., utilizing the network efficiently
is not so important because CPU utilization is the bottleneck when
serving small files). However, for larger files, transmission time
becomes significant and the VM must work harder to keep the
network device sufficiently busy to ensure high throughput.
Overall, if the goal is to maximize I/O device utilization, a rigid
table-driven scheduler is not ideal. However, Tableau’s secondlevel scheduler for uncapped VMs can help with overcoming this
inefficiency, as is evident in Fig. 7 (p)–(r).
Higher mean latencies in capped settings. While Tableau provides high throughput and predictable tail-latency characteristics,
it can be seen in Fig. 7 (a), (d), and (g) that it performs worse compared to Credit in terms of mean latency in capped settings. This is
not unexpected since capped VMs under Tableau do not have the
luxury of responding to requests at any point in time; rather, they
are limited to carefully controlled windows of time where they are
allowed to process requests. This means that requests arriving in
the blackout period between slots incur higher latencies, resulting
in increased average latency. However, as can be seen in the other
graphs in Fig. 7, dynamic schedulers come with their own tradeoffs, namely lower throughput in the face of frequent scheduler
invocations due to more complex, high-overhead scheduling logic.
Other sources of unpredictability. While we focus on one source
of performance variability, CPU scheduling, it is merely one piece of
the predictability puzzle. Modern server-class machines have many
other sources of such performance variability, including sharedcache interference, queueing delays in shared I/O schedulers, or
limitations in guest OSs. Case in point, in the experiments discussed
in Sec. 7.4 we specifically removed the guest OS scheduler and disk
I/O from consideration to minimize measurement noise. A complete
system that comprehensively addresses all such issues is beyond
the scope of this paper, but an important challenge for future work.
Semi-partitioned VM performance. In this paper, we focus on
the (common) case of fully partitioned vCPUs and do not evaluate
migrating vCPUs, that is, VMs that are forced to frequently migrate
across multiple cores due to semi-partitioning or localized optimal
scheduling (or other table generation methods). To reiterate, we
consider semi-partitioning to be rare in a controlled cloud setting
as operators can pick vCPU utilizations that are easy to partition.
However, in the rare cases where semi-partitioning is unavoidable, there is undoubtedly a performance penalty to be paid by
frequently migrating VMs. While Credit, Credit2, and RTDS also
frequently migrate vCPUs, there is a significant difference: under
these schedulers, all vCPUs are (non-deterministically) subject to
occasional migration, so the performance penalty evens out over
time. In contrast, in Tableau, migration costs are borne exclusively
by vCPUs with allocations on multiple pCPUs, which is unfair.

There are several ways around this imbalance. For one, any
split vCPU could be “compensated” for the increased overheads by
increasing its utilization by a few percentage points and factoring
this added resource usage into the cost. Alternatively, one could
periodically re-generate the scheduling table to make sure that all
vCPUs take a turn being split across cores. It will be interesting to
explore the involved tradeoffs in more detail in future work.

8

RELATED WORK

The literature on virtualization is too vast for a comprehensive
review. With the advent of cloud computing technologies, even
the specific problem of vCPU scheduling has received significant
attention in the past decade. In the following, we primarily focus
on work that targets similar goals as Tableau, i.e., predictable performance and/or high-density workloads. In addition, we discuss
in brief techniques that solve complementary problems, but which
can be incorporated into Tableau’s table-driven design, as well as
research that highlights limitations of Tableau.
Real-time multi-core VM scheduling. The use of hypervisors
in real-time systems is common to support legacy applications, and
there exists much prior work on real-time multi-core VM scheduling targeting such workloads. For example, to support applications
with QoS and soft real-time requirements (e.g., telephony, audio
processing), Lee et al. [38], Chen et al. [15], and Cheng et al. [16]
modify the Xen scheduler to expose control over scheduling latency
directly to VMs, similar to Tableau. However, their work does not
deal with multi-tenant cloud environments with high VM density.
Hard real-time schedulers for virtualization platforms, such as the
work of Lee et al. [36], primarily focus on ensuring a priori guarantees for applications to meet their deadlines [44], and are willing to
sacrifice throughput to reach this goal. The RTDS scheduler in Xen
also derives from real-time VM scheduling and was developed in
the RT-Xen project [74, 75]. It bounds scheduling latency while focusing on improving VM throughput, but unfortunately, as shown
in Sec. 7, it is unable to maintain performance under high-density
scenarios with frequent scheduler invocations, and does not scale
well to large server machines. In contrast to the aforementioned
works, while Tableau uses techniques from hard real-time scheduling theory, it is squarely aimed at virtualization for data center
environments. Other works that apply real-time scheduling theory
to schedule cloud VMs include proposals by Cucinotta et al. [20]
and Lin and Dinda [40], however, these approaches differ distinctly
in their designs from Tableau, which uses table-driven scheduling.
Evaluating hypervisor schedulers. The deficiencies of popular VM schedulers, when it comes to the performance of latencysensitive applications, have been well studied [18, 51, 77] with a
lot of emphasis on tuning the various parameters available to improve the performance of particular workloads [14, 37]. While we
present a more recent evaluation of some of the tradeoffs of Xen’s
existing VM schedulers, specifically in high-density environments,
an exhaustive evaluation of the available parameter space in these
schedulers is beyond the scope of this work. Rather, we employ default parameter settings and incorporate well-known best practices,
as would typically be the case in real-world deployments.
I/O responsiveness. I/O latency is an important goal of any VM
scheduler as I/O workloads are the dominant type of workloads
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deployed in public clouds. There has been significant work on
changing existing schedulers to improve the responsiveness of such
applications [29, 78]. A small sampling of these include works that
use dynamic profiling of applications to improve performance [61],
that modify Credit’s boosting mechanism [26], tweak the scheduler timeslice [76], as well as partition applications based on performance profiles in order to better isolate them against interference [21]. However, in high-density scenarios, such heuristic- or
profiling-driven scheduler enhancements come with the risk of
difficult to predict, potentially large runtime overheads. In contrast,
Tableau provides delay guarantees with little runtime overhead.
Most closely related to our work on Tableau is SageShift [65],
which has similar aims as Tableau: improving application latencies
while increasing resource utilization. SageShift does this through a
strict admission-control component to determine whether a new
VM’s SLA can be met. Once admitted, the VM’s SLA is guaranteed
via a VM scheduler that dynamically adjusts, at runtime, both the
utilization and scheduling delay of the VM. While a comparison
with SageShift would be interesting, we were unable to locate any
publicly available source code for the project.
Complementary work. Due to its separate planning phase, there
are several areas of work whose techniques may be used to further
improve Tableau’s performance. In this paper, we presented a simple
approach to generating performant tables but this can be extended
further, including NUMA-aware scheduling techniques [57, 72],
intelligent co-scheduling of VMs for parallel applications [58], and
lock-aware scheduling techniques [71, 79].
Adaptive techniques, instead of modifying the scheduler itself,
dynamically reconfigure VMs based on their runtime behavior. Various techniques have been presented using (for instance) control
theory [53] and machine learning techniques [14]. Another example
is DeepDive [50], which identifies and mitigates inter-VM interference by controlling their placement. Similar adaptive techniques
can be used with Tableau to periodically optimize scheduling tables.
In fact, Tableau enables the use of high-level languages and mature
libraries to rapidly prototype such techniques.
Recent work on LightVM [47], a redesign of Xen’s control plane,
showed that the majority of VM creation, teardown, and reconfiguration overheads in Xen results from performance-unfriendly
design choices and that these operations can be sped up significantly. LightVM is complementary to Tableau and combining them
would yield an immediate improvement in VM reconfiguration
times; however, this will require a more optimized implementation
of Tableau’s planner (see Sec. 7.1) to match the improvements realized by LightVM, as otherwise the cost of replanning the schedule
could become a dominant bottleneck. However, we believe there is
indeed much room for improving Tableau’s prototype planner.
Finally, Tableau’s design is hypervisor-agnostic. It could, for example, be realized in NOVA [64], a secure, capability-based microhypervisor that minimizes the trusted computing base of a virtualization environment. Tableau’s focus on simplicity and use of a
userspace planner and load-balancer are well-aligned with NOVA.
Containers and unikernels. Recently, there has been a shift towards lightweight, container-based compartmentalization [7, 24,
49, 55, 62, 70, 73] and unikernels [34, 46], which enable lightweight,
purpose-built “OS-less” VM images.
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With regards to lightweight containers, we believe that they
do not invalidate Tableau’s design—the Tableau approach can be
easily applied to schedule containers instead of vCPUs, provided
the containers are sufficiently long-running. That is, for systems
where the configuration of application images is relatively static,
Tableau remains applicable. In particular, combined with containerorchestration tools like Kubernetes [13], Tableau may be used to
declaratively specify performance requirements of containers running on a cluster. With regards to unikernels, as they are built to be
lightweight and application-specific, combining them with Tableau
would provide significantly increased performance predictability.
However, we note that Tableau is not applicable for certain uses
of containers and unikernels (e.g., on-demand spawning of containers to service individual requests [45]), as this breaks Tableau’s
assumption that VM (or container instance) creation and teardown
are relatively infrequent events, which is not the case in such scenarios. Regardless, we do not see such techniques completely replacing
traditional virtualization in the foreseeable future.
Other interference sources. VM scheduling is clearly not the
only source of unpredictability and “long tails” in data centers. For
instance, much prior work has dealt with network performance
isolation [3, 23, 27, 28, 54, 69]. Similarly, the memory subsystem is
a major source of unpredictability and performance degradation.
For example, Heracles [42] shows how to jointly consider all these
aspects (scheduling, memory isolation, and network isolation), albeit on the basis of Linux’s heuristic-driven CFS scheduler. The
contribution of Tableau is to remove the VM scheduler from the list
of key contributors to performance unpredictability and “long tails.”

9

CONCLUSION

In this paper, we presented the design of Tableau, an unorthodox
VM-scheduler based on static scheduling tables. Tableau combines
a low-overhead, table-driven dispatcher with the on-demand generation of scheduling tables satisfying the utilization and schedulinglatency constraints of all VMs in the system. We presented a way
to quickly find such tables by repurposing relevant real-time scheduling theory, and presented the design and implementation of an
efficient implementation of Tableau in Xen 4.9. We have evaluated
our Tableau prototype and compared it against three other Xen
schedulers (Credit, Credit2, and RTDS) in the context of an I/Ointensive workload, and have shown it to outperform the other
schedulers in terms of SLA-aware peak throughput,
In summary, Tableau is a novel, predictable, high-throughput VM
scheduler designed to ensure that VM scheduling is not a bottleneck
in the support for high-density VM workloads. While in this paper
we focused on processor scheduling alone, it is important to note
that CPU scheduling is merely one source of unpredictability in
the modern servers, and in the future, it would be interesting to
combine the approach presented here with other memory, disk, and
network isolation techniques [42], to enable even higher-density
packing of VMs without giving up performance guarantees.
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